
What Dallas Drivers Can Learn from Driving
Mistakes of Celebrities

Dallas injury lawyers discuss lessons Dallas drivers can learn from the driving mistakes of celebrities.

DALLAS, TX, USA, January 28, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Many celebrity car accidents were

spotlighted in the media in 2013. From minor crashes to fatal ones, celebrity car accidents

proved to be a major focus of news reports throughout the year. The Dallas accident injury

lawyers of 1800 CAR WRECK say that much can be learned from reviewing reports of celebrity car

accidents from the past year. A number of them involved common driving mistakes such as

speeding and failing to obey traffic signs. One of the most prominent celebrity crashes of the

year was the fatal accident that killed actor Paul Walker and his friend in November. 

100+ mph Car Crash Killed Fast & Furious Star Paul Walker 

Walker, 40, was burned beyond recognition in a “100+ mph” car crash in Santa Clarita, the 2005

Porsche Carrera GT driven by his friend and business partner Roger Rodas crashing into a pole

and several trees. 

For more information about the 100+ mph Car Crash, please visit

http://www.forbes.com/sites/judebrennan/2014/01/05/100-mph-car-crash-killed-fast-furious-

star-paul-walker/. 

Recently released reports with details of the speed of the car involved in the one vehicle crash

that killed Walker have shown to be an eye opener for many. When fatal accidents such as this

occur due to issues such as excessive speed, it makes others question what could have been

done to prevent them from happening. 

More recently, reality television stars of the TLC series “Here Comes Honey Boo Boo” were

involved in a major car crash that yielded a different outcome. 

Honey Boo Boo and Family in Car Accident: Mama June Address "Scary Crash" in Statement 

“Honey Boo Boo and her family are currently recovering following a major car crash in McIntyre,

Georgia on Monday, Jan. 6. (TMZ was first to report this news.) As Honey Boo Boo's (Alana

Thompson) father Sugar Bear (David Thompson) was making a left turn, another car slammed

into them.” 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.forbes.com/sites/judebrennan/2014/01/05/100-mph-car-crash-killed-fast-furious-star-paul-walker/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/judebrennan/2014/01/05/100-mph-car-crash-killed-fast-furious-star-paul-walker/


For more information about the Honey Boo Boo and Family car accident, please visit

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/honey-boo-boo-family-car-accident-mama-

june-statement-201471. 

Celebrity car accidents often cause drivers to look at their own behaviors, giving them an

opportunity to develop safer habits report the 1800 CAR WRECK lawyers. These include, but are

not limited to: 

~Obeying traffic signals 

~Not exceeding the speed limit 

~Understanding that there are consequences for driving misconduct 

~Not leaving the scene of an accident 

~Not using a cell phone while driving or allowing other distractions to cause one to loose focus

of the road 

For those who have been involved in a Dallas motor vehicle accident caused by the driving

mistakes or misconduct of another, the attorneys of 1800 CAR WRECK can help them assess

their legal options. Individuals can contact the law firm of Eberstein & Witherite today by calling

1800 CAR WRECK to request a free case evaluation.
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